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It's a small utility to help you find your archive
files. We are a german team, with a large part
being IT-experts from home offices and small

companies. We also have a solution for you. With
having a team of 13 IT-experts we want to help
you with your archive problems. The team has a
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you. With having a team of 13 IT-experts we
want to help you with your archive problems. The

team has a german secure server with an
encrypted private directory. There is also an

encrypted mirror (offering Speed), so you can
still get an archive even if the main archive
server has down. But our encryption is no

deadkey system, so we cannot recover your files.
We will also help you with archiving your files in
a safe way. You can pick the size of your archive

files, and the further options we support are:
Discard functionality Delete original files

MaxArchiveFiles to store in list (-> at least one
file) Common archive extensions: ZIP, RAR, ACE,
CAB Batch processing About 60% of our clients
have issues with archive files, maybe because

they are not able to locate the right archive file,
or maybe they are searching for a archive file
that was created by a different program (like

Windows Explorer). We are just a step forward to
resolve your problems. With having such a large
team of IT-experts we also help you, if you have

a trojan or virus and don't want to loose your
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files! But we know we can't help you if you have
a trojan or virus. We only offer a secure server
with an encrypted private directory, where we
store your archive files. If you want to search
your archive files from an update or archive
program, please try it at your own risk. Our

C.E.O. - Mario Sückau, brought us a solution, that
will allow us to make our mission possible. An
encrypted private directory that we are sure is
safe. Creating your own archive file is not very

difficult, we did this more than 100 times for our
0cc13bf012
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